SEE NOTE 2.

Motor #2 Wiring
Black - A+ / B
White - A- / B

Motor #1 Wiring
Black - A+ / A
White - A- / A

Electric By-Pass Valve

Inlet

90 VDC Motor

LPF Filter

Notes:
1. Motor Drive Board & Relays are located inside Electric Controller Box. See Drawing Wire-2LPFGB7-CWN-04 for Detailed Wiring of Components to Electric Controller.

2. Motor Must Rotate Counter Clockwise from Viewpoint for Filters that contain a Fine Screen with Area less than 5.0 SQ. FT. (i.e. Models LPF2-SP, 2-XLP, 3-LP, 3-SP, 4-LPE, 4-P, & 6-P). Motor Must Rotate Clockwise for All Other Filters.